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Developing Mastery
The Learning Journey

This document shows the journey 
you need to take to become an 
effective leader. It breaks the 
complex topic of  leadership into 
sections and helps you to see the 
scope of  the role and what is 
expected of  you. 
You will see that it is written in the 
form of  a diagnostic checklist. This 
is so that you may use it to review 
your own capabilities and to plan 
your development needs.  

You will see that it is divided 
into six sections. Your challenge is 
to achieve mastery (over time) in all 
six. Do that and:

• You will be highly regarded 
as an inspirational leader by 
those who work for you

• You and your team will 
deliver great results for the 
business

• You will have a a strong 
track record and an impressive 
CV that will ready you for 
promotion to more senior roles

Clearly, all this document does 
is to outline the syllabus/the 
journey you need to take. This 
model is supported by:

In-house training 
programmes that are aligned to 
all the elements of  this 
model

Support from 
your line 
manager who will 
help you on your 
journey

A coaching tool that is 
also aligned to this model that you 
can use as a personal diagnostic on 

your progress or to help coach 
others in your team

Projects, challenges and 
goals that will provide formal and 
informal opportunities for you to 
practice and develop your skills

MANAGEMENT CONTRACT

Leadership 
often requires 
you to juggle 
many priorities 
whilst being 
incredibly 
visible. What 
does it take to 
achieve 
mastery as a 
leader?
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People & Results
knowledge - skills - confidence
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Yes

PeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeople

ResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResults

I am clear on my role as a leader and what is expected of  me

I discuss people’s training & development needs with them at least twice a year to help them 
create and implement personal development plans

I plan action to meet development needs, through coaching, advice or formal training.

I conduct pre and post-course discussions with staff  attending formal training, to help them 
get the best from the course and apply what they learn

I am skilled as a coach and recognise it is an important part of  my job.

I provide excellent induction and initial training to new starters

I recruit “first class” staff  based on objective criteria which include both technical and 
interpersonal skills

I ask for other peoples opinions and take account of  their views

I provide support, coaching and guidance to new and experienced staff  to ensure that they 
are confident, skilled and knowledgeable

I flex my leadership style to match the needs of  the individual based on the principles of  
Situational Leadership

Total

I ensure that the people working with me share a clear understanding of  where they are 
heading and why 

I conduct regular one to one discussions to review goals, progress and plans.

I am skilled at managing instances of  poor performance or conflict

I ensure that everyone is working to clear an meaningful goals and objectives

I ensure that goals provide the right level of  ‘stretch’ for people

I am able to break a long term problem down in to meaningful projects and tasks

I delegate tasks to help people broaden their experiences and responsibilities

I involve people in decision making

I am skilled and confident in giving feedback

I help my people to do more than expected, faster and at less cost

Total
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Spirit & Self Awareness
knowledge - skills - confidence
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Yes

SpiritSpiritSpiritSpiritSpiritSpiritSpiritSpiritSpiritSpirit

Self AwareSelf AwareSelf AwareSelf AwareSelf AwareSelf AwareSelf AwareSelf AwareSelf AwareSelf Aware

I give praise and public recognition to peoples achievements

I make a point of  celebrating team and individual success

I encourage people to have fun

I demonstrate trust and confidence in my team 

I am enthusiastic and passionate about what we are doing and it shows

I recognise when people are unhappy or under pressure and respond positively

I encourage team thinking and working across team and departmental boundaries

I treat everyone with dignity and respect regardless of  their role or position in the 
organisation

I am a strong representative and advocate for the work of  the team

I motivate and inspire teams and individuals to want to give of  their best

Total

I spend time with others to find out their expectations of  me as a leader

I demonstrate an awareness of  my strengths and weaknesses

I am a role model for leadership excellence within the organisation

I am confident in the role as a leader especially in a crisis or when under pressure

I organise myself  to make time to lead and manage properly.

I seek feedback from others on how I might improve as a leader

I am prepared to be challenged about my leadership style and decisions

I am open with people and am happy to disclose things about myself

I gain respect from others through my competence as a leader

I look, sound and behave like a confident business professional

Total
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Change & Strategic Orientation
knowledge - skills - confidence
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Yes

Change Change Change Change Change Change Change Change Change Change 

Strategic 
Orientation
Strategic 
Orientation
Strategic 
Orientation
Strategic 
Orientation
Strategic 
Orientation
Strategic 
Orientation
Strategic 
Orientation
Strategic 
Orientation
Strategic 
Orientation
Strategic 
Orientation

I spend time minimising the rules and bureaucracy that might prevent people from taking 
the initiative

I support decisions that people make under their own initiative

I challenge people to think differently and to try out new ways of  doing things

I look for examples of  best practice/excellence from the wider business world that 
may help to improve my teams performance

I encourage people to constantly challenge and improve on the way things are done

I encourage people to identify problems and to resolve them on their own

I challenge people to be creative at work

I understand why people may resist change and know how to manage this

I am skilled at facilitating change sessions with my team to engage them on problem solving 
and idea generation

I am able to engage people on a challenge and to quickly make real progress

Total

I understand the high level goals & strategy of  the organisation & and help people to 
understand how they can contribute 

My team has a clear mission - we are very clear about what we are aiming to achieve

I am able to learn from problems and mistakes and apply these lessons in planning for the 
future

I have a strong and supportive network in the business

I take steps to break down the silos that may prevent us from working effectively

I would feel comfortable having a conversation with the CEO about where the business is 
going

I could explain last years business results

I am customer focussed

I am always trying to raise the bar - to improve performance to help our business compete

I know how to pull together a business plan that summarises where my part of  the 
organisation is going

Total
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Plot your scores onto the chart
What are your strengths?

What are your development needs?

What do you need to do to develop?

Planning for improved performance
Towards leadership excellence
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‘Everything has 
unlimited potential 
to be better than it 
is ....including you’
Andy Matheson
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